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Areas Where Recent Alumni (RA) Volunteers Need Assistance

- Fundraising and solicitations
- Loyal Scot recruitment
- Working collaboratively with network leadership
What AGAR can do to Assist RA Volunteers

- More clearly outlining our expectations of RA Volunteers.
- Providing webinars / other education opportunities to RA Volunteers related to fundraising, recruitment, etc.
- Alerting active students of RA Volunteer opportunities prior to graduation.
What Networks Can Do To Assist RA Volunteers

• Make sure they involve the RA Volunteers in network leadership meetings and planning meetings.

• Help RA Volunteers understand how network finances work.

• Provide RA Volunteers assistance in planning Globally Plaid and other events.
• If you have comments, suggestions or questions, please contact me at rmf@andrew.cmu.edu or 412.268.7389.

Thanks!